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Introduction Q&A

Q: What is Delves & Denizens?
A:  Delves & Denizens is a hack / add-on / mod for the  Ironsworn Tabletop Role-Playing

Game. Its purpose is to modify and add to the Ironsworn Core rules in order to achieve a more
classical fantasy RPG feel.

Q: What is the deal with this blog?
A: The  Delves & Denizens blog was created to periodically share information and ideas,

modular rules or hacks related to Ironsworn and more specifically to the Delves & Denizens
mod. I’ll also be posting other Ironsworn related news, and maybe TTRPG stuff not directly
related to Ironsworn but to the fantasy RPG scene in general; Stuff that the readers might find
useful or actionable.

Q: Why Classic Fantasy?
A: Ironsworn’s default setting (and assets, creatures, etc) is close to Classic Fantasy, but

with a Nordic or Viking-style  theme.  It  is  awesome by itself,  but once you play it  you can
quickly notice that it would be easily adapted to other fantasy settings with little effort. The idea
of Delves & Denizens is to create a default (some could say “generic”) fantasy proto-setting, in
order for players to adapt to any other sub-setting of their choice. Each subsystem or hack is
meant to be modular, so you could easily pick some to use and discard others. For instance, a
player  could  decide  that  they  want  the  Magic  system from  Delves  & Denizens but  not  the
Ancestries (elves/dwarves/etc).

In  a  similar  fashion to  Fate  RPG “dials”,  the  intention  is  to  give players  the ability  to
customize their  experience and setting for any fantasy world and lore with as little  effort as
possible.  Ironsworn Core already provides modular mechanics that can help with that. These
hacks provide even more means to do it.

Q: What about other Ironsworn Homebrew?
A:  There have been other attempts to do what Delves & Denizens does, and even total

conversions (like Eldersworn for  Call of Cthulhu style of games, or Bloodsworn for  Vampire
urban fantasy).  While this blog will be mostly dedicated to my homebrew and design, it will
probably provide information or news on other hacks and modifications  from the Ironsworn
community, which is very prolific.
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Q: Will Delves & Denizens be released as a standalone product?
A: Probably not, since most of the hacks and ideas are “borrowed” from other modules or

add-ons provided by the community or other IPs (like the magic system from a very popular
trading card game), which I wouldn’t have permission to use in a commercial product. Having
said that,  a  PDF compilation  of  the hacks and lists  could be possible,  as  a  non-commercial
community-made tool for those who prefer that format.

This is not a disclaimer or responsibility; While most of the creations are mine, some are
based on other community members’ ideas and I will give credit where is due as much as I can.
Again  I  must  acknowledge that  many concepts  and tropes  are very popular  and widespread
(albeit not in the public domain) like “beholders” or “displacer beasts”, which are properties of
huge corporations like  Wizards of the Coast. I have no intention on profiting on those; I just
include them for me and anyone who likes to use them for a more “classical RPG experience”.
Ultimately it’s up to you if you use those names or concepts in your private games or not.

Q: Where do I start?
A: Check out the Table Of Contents page, that has links to each important entry, organized

by section. There is a “how to start playing” post that details the steps to convert your setup to
use all of the Delves & Denizens add-ons in your games. You can also navigate through the tag
links in the main menu.
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How to start playing Ironsworn: Delves & Denizens

Delves & Denizens is a collection of add-ons and hacks for Ironsworn. People that are used
to hacking and tinkering with their Ironsworn games would already have an idea of what parts of
Delves & Denizens they want to add to their setup. If you don’t know how to do it, and you want
to apply all of the Delves & Denizens add-ons, you can follow these steps:

1. Add all new Assets (Ancestries/Paths/Companions/etc) to your Asset card deck. Print
them if you use physical cards, or add them to your virtual collection as you see fit.

2. Proceed to define Your World Truths, as explained in Ironsworn Core but with the
options provided by Delves & Denizens.

3. Create your classic fantasy character, using any of the Assets available. Keep in mind
that Ancestries can only be picked during character creation.

4. Add the new Moves to any document or notebook next to the one you use as reference
for  Ironsworn Core. Do this with any other hack or rules modifications provided by
Delves & Denizens that you might want to play with. You’ll want to have them at
hand for ease of access during play.

5. If  you use  Ironsworn: Delve and its  Themes &  Domains,  add the recommended
additions from Ironsmith. Print them if you use physical cards or keep them at hand if
you use virtual documents.

6. Add the new Denizens provided by  Delves & Denizens to your setup, close to the
Denizen list that comes with Ironsworn Core and Ironsworn: Delve.

Remember that these add-ons are optional, and they are designed to work independently of
the others (mostly). So you can choose which to use for your adventures, and which to ignore.

You also don’t need to start using all of them at once! Most of the addons can be added
later, during the course of your campaign. Custom Denizens, new Delve Themes/Domains, new
types of Companions, can all be easily added to your classic fantasy adventures as needed. Think
of them as expansions or mods that you could apply to your game if you wanted to.
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Choose one option from each of the following sections. These are Your World Truths.

The Gods

Gods are long gone
Far in the past, the Gods created the universe, walked the land and communed with men. But

something happened a long time ago, and now they are gone. Or dormant. People still believe in
their existence, but their influence is not obvious or manifest in the day to day life.

Gods are active
The creators of everything are still very much alive and influencing the lives of the people.

They might  be high up in their  mount olympus or walking among men. They are definitely
present and no one can deny it. Most have a first or second hand anecdote of an encounter with
the Gods. They direct our lives through scheming, trickery or commandment, and we are mere
pawns in their long games.

There never were Gods
It’s unclear on how the universe was created. Some believe it’s a conjunction of energies or

a coincidence of the flux of extra-planar forces. What is certain is that there are no gods per sé;
the forces at work are not sentient and there is no intelligent design behind anything.
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Other Cultures

Some fantastical ancestries

Early on in the history of the world, different races interacted and forged a culture of their
own. Now they mostly keep to themselves, but you can see the occasional traveler or adventurer
of a fantastical ancestry if you look in the right places.

Lots of fantastical species

The world is teeming with different cultures and fantastical races. The diversity of species
makes it impossible for anyone to be able to claim that they’ve seen every member of every
culture that exists. Every new one can surprise you with their magical abilities or traits.

Only humans with different cultures

There are no fantastical species that coexist with the kingdoms of men. There are several
diverse cultures of humans, of course, but their differences are not physical or magical: They
have the same capabilities no matter their origin or ascendancy.
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Communities

Points of light

Civilization  is  scattered  across  the  land.  Most  people  rarely  have  contact  with  anyone
outside their own small steading or village, and strangers are viewed with deep suspicion. Each
outpost is a dim point of light, surrounded by grim dangers.

Duchies and Baronies

Smaller villages and towns are connected to keeps or hamlets, owned by lords or barons.
Regular  people  give  their  allegiance  and surplus  to  them in  exchange  for protection.  Some
traders or traveling caravans roam the routes between these bastions of civilization.

City-States

Great city-states dominate whole regions or swaths of land. People live mostly inside these
citadels, or in the periphery as farming and cattle providers for the enormous population that
dwell inside the great walls. Trade routes are constantly occupied by caravans and travelers of all
sorts.
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Leaders

Kingdom
There is a King that rules over all the known lands. The regions are divided in Duchies and

Baronies, and each pays tribute to the crown, levying taxes from the people. If you live on their
lands, you are their vassal, and owe part of your life and production to them, who in turn provide
security… some times. The kingdom might be waging war against an specific enemy, but it is
probably an outsider culture or external force.

Noble houses
There are several noble houses or clans. Their leaders and high-classes are mostly family

based or connected by marriage; But no single personality rules over the others. Politics and
favors play a huge role in civilization. Small wars are waged constantly between those in which
diplomacy  has  failed.  Alliances  form as  fast  as  they  break,  and  back-stabbing has  a  whole
different meaning. Common people are not tied to the higher classes and can move freely among
their lands, as long as they don’t fall into slavery for different reasons.

Various leadership types
Leadership is as varied as the people. Some communities are governed by the head of a

powerful family. Or, they have a council of elders who make decisions and settle disputes. In
others, the priests hold sway. For some, it is duels in the circle that decide. Others designate a
Seneschal or Major to take the decisions for a town or settlement.
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Magic

Almost no magic

Magic is extremely rare. Adventurers know it exists since they often come in contact with its
manifestations, but your heroes won’t be able to harness any sort of mystical forces.

Magic is rare

Magic is wondrous, but not everyone has access to it. People might know about it but treat it
with suspicion or even fear. Those who harness magic do so by either studying arcane arts or by
channeling a mystical inner calling that’s passed by blood or by the gift of the gods.

Magic is everywhere

Most people even benefit indirectly from it in their day to day lives. The government hires
wizards to  get advantages  in  war or defense,  or even to improve their  life  as a stand-in for
advanced technology. Your heroes able in sorcery are one of the many that exploit it to get an
edge, and might even be part of an organization or guild that regulates its use. Magic can be like
any other commodity, available for hire or as services used by those who can pay.
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Religion

No religion, only cults

A few still make signs or mumble prayers out of habit or tradition, but most believe the gods
either never existed or long abandoned us. If there are believers out there, they are fanatics or
cultists that mistake occultism for adoration.

Many religions and pantheons

The people believe and follow different religions and adore many gods. Not one manages to
step over the others, even when many of their believers try to impose their beliefs over others.
Common people are used to praying to different gods, old and new, for what each can provide or
is most known to govern.

Single ruling religion

A single religion rules over all others. Those that don’t follow the strict dogmas of their
beliefs are hunted and silenced in gruesome ways.  It is not certain if these zealots are right or
wrong, but they do have the power necessary to undertake crusades that submit other faiths and
rule the minds of their subjects through violence and fear.
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Beasts

No great beasts

The beasts of old are nothing but legend. A few who travel into the deep forests and high
mountains return with wild tales of monstrous creatures, but they are obviously delusional. No
such things exist. Or at least you’ve never seen one.

Great beasts far from civilization

Beasts of all sorts roam the known lands. They dwell primarily in the reaches, but range into
the settled lands to hunt. There, they often prey on cattle, but attacks on travelers, caravans, or
even settlements are not uncommon.

Fantastical beasts everywhere

Beasts of every size and color are common in most territories.  The regular  people have
learned to live with them, with organized hunting parties, fortifications designed for each type of
habitat and domestication of those that can be used as beasts of burden. The most insidious of
these creatures have also learned to stay away from the lands of men. Some are known to be
sentient and cunning, making them much more dangerous than the average wild animal.
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Horrors

No supernatural horrors

Nothing  but  stories  to  frighten  children.  The  occasional  traveler  will  talk  about  an
unspeakable thing, but they surely are delusional.

Horrors in the darkness

Common people are wary of dark forests and deep waterways, for monsters lurk in those
places.  In the depths of the long-night, when all  is wreathed in darkness, only fools venture
beyond their homes.

Horrors are a constant threat

The dead do not rest in these lands. At night we light torches, scatter salt, and post sentries at
the gate. It is not enough. They are coming.
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Ancestries

What most classic RPGs would call races, sometimes species, in  Delves & Denizens  are
called  Ancestries. An Ancestry is a new Asset Type, that can only be chosen during character
creation (for obvious reasons). Presented here are three of the most classic ones, from Tolkien’s
Lord of the Rings and from the first editions of the old school fantasy TTRPGs: The Dwarf, The
Elf and The Halfling.

Companions

One trope that was present in older editions of fantasy RPGs was that of having retainers, or
follower NPCs that obeyed and helped the heroes.  Delves & Denizens adds some of them to
Ironsworn as  Companion Assets. The classic ones are the  Torchbearer, the  Mercenary, the
Acolyte and the  Squire. If your world includes  Ancestries, you can also add the Companion
Assets of the  Elven Scout, the  Dwarven Warrior and the  Halfling Burglar, which are also
very common tropes in fantasy.

Refer to the Appendix for the various Asset Cards.
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Attract Followers

(Social Move) When you are in a place that has received word of your deeds, roll to see
if you attract followers. If you…

• Embrace their attention with your captivating personality: Roll +heart.
• Impose your superiority with your strong presence: Roll +iron.
• Embellish and exaggerate the stories they heard: Roll +shadow.
• If you spend 1 wealth, add +1.

On  a  strong  hit,  you  gain  a  new  companion  of  your  choice,  that  will  follow  you
unconditionally or until you prove yourself unworthy of their admiration.

On a weak hit, you gain a new companion, but not what you expected (Ask the Oracle if
unsure). They are not too convinced of your worthiness, but will follow you out of curiosity.

On a miss, you are rejected. Ask the Oracle why and Pay the Price.

This move effectively grants a free new Companion Asset on a hit. If you think that gaining
a new Asset as a result of a move is too overpowered or unbalancing, consider reducing the
Experience cost instead, making the player pay for it but for 1 or 2 Experience.
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Carouse

(Social Move) When you return triumphant from an adventure and relax or enjoy yourself
with others in a noisy, lively way, spend 2 supply and roll +heart. If you share a bond with others
present, add +1.

On a strong hit, you and your allies may choose two from within the options below.
On a weak hit, choose one.
If you share a bond, choose one more.

• Relax among friends: Clear a shaken debility and take +1 spirit.
• Feast like a king: Take +1 health for yourself and any companions.
• Throw an unforgettable party: Take +2 spirit.
• Befriend a useful NPC: gain +1 to a following Forge a Bond attempt.
• Hear rumors of an opportunity or useful information: take +2 Momentum.
• Accept a contract or quest: gain +1 to a following Swear an Iron Vow attempt.

On a miss, something goes wrong. You are entangled, ensorcelled, or tricked. Pick one of
the options above and then Pay the Price.

(Carouse can replace Sojourn or be used in addition to it, as a choice. Alternatively, if you
use the Fortune Hunter Asset, spend 2 Wealth instead of Supply).

Experience Gain

Apart from Fulfilling Vows, you now gain Experience when you complete a Delve (Locate
your Objective) or a Journey (Reach a Destination). Regardless of the outcome of the Progress
Move,  gain  Experience per  the  Rank  of  the  endeavor  (troublesome=1;  dangerous=2;
formidable=3;  extreme=4; epic=5).  You also gain 1  Experience if  you score a hit  when you
Forge a Bond.

This  change  is  to  mechanically  encourage  going  to  Delve  sites,  making  Journeys  and
Forging  Bonds,  instead  of  just  being  fictional  enhancers  or  only  working  towards  Vow
completion.

If you feel this pushes your character(s) away from Vows because it’s equally rewarding to
do other stuff, you can try halving the  Experience gain of these (round up): (troublesome=1;
dangerous=1; formidable=2; extreme=2; epic=3). This way you give more importance to Vow
completion, while still making other endeavors mechanically rewarding on their own.
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Loot

Another staple of Classic Fantasy RPGs is the loot, in the form of magic items like weapons
or accessories. While some are unique or wondrous magic items (which are already covered by
the Artifacts and Rarities rules from Ironsworn: Delve), others are less incredible, but still give
a magical boon of some sort.  These new Assets cover the latter,  those items that are clearly
magical, but not necessary legendary or world-changing. They are designed to work in tandem
with the Magic Item Oracle Table: When you find a magic item*, roll on the following table
three times: One for the Prefix, other for the weapon or accessory, and one for the Suffix. This
will give you the name of your magic item.

When you have the complete name, with Prefix and Suffix, envision what special ability it
might have based on it. It can be anything you want, but try not to make it too powerful, since
mechanically  it  only  adds  +1  to  the  roll  of  a  related  Move.  It’s  better  to  make  the  effect
something subtle but broad, so it can be useful for different situations. Think less of absolutes
and more in terms of lesser effects; for instance, for a Sacred Cloak of Obfuscation, instead of a
“cloak that makes me invisible”, make it a “cloak that helps me hide or be ignored by others”.

Roll Prefix Melee Weapon Ranged
Weapon

Armor/
Accessory

Suffix

1-10 Indomitable/
Furious

Halberd/ Lance  Throwing Axe Helm Of
Absorption

11-20 Possessed/
Animated

Greatsword/
Zweihander

Throwing Knife  Gauntlets Of
Regeneration

21-30 Sacred/
Divine

Morningstar/
Mace

Blowgun Belt Of
Corruption

31-40 Infernal/
Demonic

Dagger Sling Bracers Of
Obfuscation

41-50 Diamantine/
Crystal

Warhammer Shortbow Boots Of
Destruction

51-60 Legendary/
Mythic

Sword Boomerang Cloak Of
Protection

61-70 Avenging/
Vindictive

Spear Crossbow Ring Of
Celerity

71-80 Radian/
Shining

Great Axe Javelin Bracelet Of
Amplification

81-90 Dark/
Cursed

Whip Longbow Amulet Of
Etherealness

91-100 Vorpal/
Enchanted

Staff/
Scepter

Chakram Earrings Of
Revelation
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* How do you find a magic item?

Normally an Adventurer would find a Magic Item during a Delve, but you can also acquire it
when the fiction requires it, when you envision it, or when an Oracle roll allows for it. 

During your Delves, When revealing a Feature, any result of Valuables, Remains, Weapon,
Container, Resource, or Power on the Feature: Focus Oracle table can easily be interpreted as
magical treasure found.

Also  the  Delve  Move  Find  an  Opportunity has  a  table  result  (87-90)  “you  locate  an
interesting or helpful object” that you can interpret as magical treasure.

Magic System Overview

The  Magic System proposed by  Delves & Denizens is based on additional Assets, and is
designed to modify as little as possible of the Core rules. It is based on the color wheel of Magic:
The Gathering. Each color is represented by a Magical Discipline, or school. A character can be
a practitioner of one or more Magical Disciplines. This hack consists of five new Assets:

• Chaos
• Darkness
• Illusion
• Nature
• Protection

These rules also change how  Ritual Assets are accessed. By default they are locked for
every character, and get unlocked as you buy Magical Discipline Assets.

Additional Rules

• When you pick a Magical Discipline Asset, you get to pick an additional upgrade for
free (Initiate is always filled).

• Ritual Assets cannot be bought freely. You have to get the Ritualist upgrade on each
Magical Discipline to gain access to a limited list of Rituals. You gain a free one with
the upgrade, the rest are unlocked to be bought with Experience as normal.

The Invoke Ritual was left out on purpose; Its mechanics were too redundant with the ones
in some of the Disciplines.
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Magical Locations

The obvious is to interpret places that resonate with magic with the classic biomes of Plains,
Islands, Forest, Mountains and Swamps, and their related variants. But it’s more interesting to
interpret the resonance with the concepts of each color.

For instance, a cemetery might resonate with black, but also a town where most men are
gone,  dead  in  some  faraway  war.  Or  in  the  hallways  of  a  guild  house  filled  with  corrupt
politicians. Red mana might be available anywhere where passion or ecstasies run rampant. Or
where fury fuels the battle rituals of a berserker tribe. Blue could be present in large libraries or
havens of lost knowledge. Or where illusory magic protects something. A temple dedicated to a
god of  justice  could  resonate  with  White  mana,  as  well  as  a  peaceful  village  where  evil  is
unheard of. A henge with spiritual connotations could harbor Green Mana, the same as the town
square of a very traditional culture.

When in doubt,  Ask the Oracle if a certain place resonates with X type of Magic. Make it
Likely or Unlikely depending on the previous explanations and the context of your fiction.

Is Magic OP?

Some  of  the  advantages  provided  by  the  upgrades  in  the  Assets  are  very  powerful
mechanically speaking, especially those that let you  spend X Mana. If balance is a concern in
your  Guided  games,  or  if  they  seem  overpowered  for  your  solo/coop  play,  consider  the
following:

You  can  make  Mana  tapping more  difficult,  by  either  limiting  the  places  where  it  is
available, or limiting the maximum quantity to be absorbed, OR give a -1 to the roll if the place
“has a faint amount of resonance” with a particular color. Making Mana a scarce resource will
limit the power of magic.

You can make failures harder or even catastrophic for the caster, should they score a miss in
a magic related roll. Have the character Endure Stress on each miss or get really nasty when they
Pay the Price. Or have the character trigger a roll on the Mystic Backlash Oracle table on each
miss. You can envision your Magic as dangerous or wild as you want.

Refer to the Appendix for the various Asset Cards.
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Mapping A Delve

You can map your Delve with a “realistic” style, or with a node based style (each  Delve
Area is a node).

Whichever style you choose, key each area with a short description (it could be a few words
of the Aspect & Focus results, or as long as you like!). You can add numbers that reference text
elsewhere, or write it down in the same node or room in your map.

Passages can be noted as single lines that go from one node to another (or as artistically
detailed as you want). Climbs and Drops can be marked with a single arrow up or down, but be
careful to always use the same notation, so that it doesn’t get confusing when backtracking the
Delve.

Passages Oracle

This is a new Oracle table for your Delves. It is specifically designed to be used when you
are actively mapping the Delve site.

When you  Delve the Depths, after you found out what the new Area looks like with the
Location Feature:  Aspect & Focus tables,  roll  on this  new table to find out what  the exit
passage on this zone looks like.

d100 Result
01-30 Single passage forward
31-45 Bifurcation: two possible passages
46-60 Climb: hard to go up, easier to come back down
61-75 Drop: easy to go down, harder to come back up
76-90 Fork: three possible passages
91-00 Dead end (roll again if the delve layout would end prematurely)

The  table  results  should  be  self-explanatory,  but  to  clear  some things  up,  follow these
guidelines:

• When a bifurcation or fork comes up, draw or note said passages, pick one based on
the fiction and proceed through that path, ignoring the other/s (for now).

• A Climb means you will have to either Face Danger, spend supplies or have a Scene
Challenge (I.C.234), depending on the fiction and how you envision the obstacle and
its importance.
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• A Drop is usually easier to traverse if you are careful, but you can also envision it as
dangerous as you like, requiring to either roll dice or spend supplies, as above. These
types of passages are meant to be easier to go in one way but harder in the other,
applicable if you are backtracking through the Delve.

• When a  dead end comes up, use it only if there are bifurcations previously on your
Delve map. Otherwise the Delve would end prematurely and that  would not make
sense (unless you want to envision having missed a secret passageway somewhere else
in the Delve). A  dead end usually means you must backtrack through your mapped
Delve, revisiting previous areas, to choose another unexplored path.
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The Count’s Castle

This  is  the Castle  of a strange Count,  very well  known and even feared throughout  the
neighboring regions. The Count is very reserved and rarely seen outside of his domain. Some
even believe that he is some sort of cultist, possessed by a demon, or even a vampire. Whichever
the  nature,  he  is  usually  blamed  for  every  mishap  and  horror  that  plagues  the  surrounding
villages… Although quietly, lest he focus his attention on us, the commoners say in fear.

The  Castle  has  supernatural  abilities  of  its  own;  Rumors  say  that  it  can  disappear  and
reappear in different locations and points in time. Of course, the heavy mist and dangerous tangle
woods that surround the palace make these claims hard to prove right or wrong. Most of the
times it cannot even be seen through the fog; It’s on the rare full moon of a cloudless night that
its silhouette appears to rise ominously as a shadow over the cliffside.

Many have ventured into the Castle, through different entrances and areas, and with different
objectives. Some went looking for missing wives, others to banish a supposed demon or source
of blasphemies. None ever returned.
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Delving The Castle

The  Count’s Castle is an  Epic  Delve.  Locating your Objective usually means confronting
the Count himself in his throne room, but your heroes might have different reasons to explore his
castle. Adjust your objectives accordingly, but keep in mind that if you are looking to face the
Count himself, the castle is a maze of Epic proportions. The Theme and Domain of the Count’s
Castle vary a lot, depending on the area (the region’s geography is very varied and… odd).

Castle Zones

The different Zones of the Castle (and their recommended Theme/Domain) are:

Lower Zones
• Entrance and Gardens: Wild Tanglewood
• Alchemy Laboratory and Common Quarters: Corrupted Stronghold
• Marble Gallery: Ancient Ruin
• Colosseum: Infested Underkeep
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Underground Zones
• Underground Caverns: Infested Cavern
• Abandoned Mine: Haunted Mine
• Catacombs: Corrupted Barrow

Upper Zones
• Library: Ancient Stronghold
• Clock Tower: Haunted Stronghold
• Chapel: Hallowed Ruin
• Keep and Count’s Throne room: Fortified Underkeep

They are roughly interconnected in the order of the list above, but there are many secret
passages that you could find that connect one Zone with another (from the same subgroup or an
adjacent subgroup).

As a rough estimate, assume that each Zone is comprised of at least 5 areas or rooms that
you can Delve into.

Alternate Entrances

The main and usual entrance is  through the main gates,  across the twisted  Garden  that
surrounds  the  castle.  But  there  are  other  passages  that  connect  the  outer  world  with  the
Abandoned Mines and the  Underground Caverns zones.  A savvy adventurer  that  Gathers
Information might find out about these secret entryways before the Delve.
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Traversing Zones

After traversing 5 areas when you Delve the Depths, or when you Find an Opportunity and
obtain a result of 1-25 (“The terrain favors you, or you find a hidden path”) after at least having
traversed 3 areas, you can envision a passage to a different Zone (in the same Zone subgroup
or  in  an  adjacent  subgroup).  If  you  do,  switch  the  Delve  Theme  +  Domain  to  those
recommended for the Zone.

A result of 99 or 00 in the roll of the Area: Features Oracle table could also be interpreted
as a Zone transition.

Castle Denizens

The Denizens in the Count’s Castle are as varied as the zones and their themes and domains.
As a rule of thumb, any creature that fits in the gothic horror or grimdark fantasy genres would
feel right at home in the castle. Legendary creatures of mythology like  Gorgons,  Minotaurs,
Cyclops and Hydras also have their place in certain zones of the castle.

Denizen Matrix

d100 Frequency Lower Zone Underground Upper Zone
01-27 Very common Giant Bat Giant Bat Giant Bat
28-41 Common Bonewalker Bonehorde Bonewalker
42-55 Common Deep Rat Merrow Harrow Spider
56-69 Common Zombie Nightmare Spider Zealot
70-75 Uncommon Iron Revenant Iron Revenant Iron Revenant
76-81 Uncommon Ghost Ghost Ghost
82-87 Uncommon Harpy Bladewing Harpy
88-93 Uncommon Warg Bonehorde Mystic
94-95 Rare Cyclops Basilisk Chimera
96-97 Rare Minotaur Hydra Medusa
98-99 Rare Demon Troll Vampire Brides

00 Unforeseen Death Nightspawn Vampire Lord

(Note: Some monsters feel out of place in the proposed setting. Either you can think up a
reason for how they ended up in a vampire castle, or substitute more scene appropriate villains or
monsters.)
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Denizen Ranks

For their Rank, the risk increases as you delve deeper: It’s as if the Castle could feel the
intruders and reacted instinctively to eliminate them.

• From 0 to 3 Progress boxes: Low Risk - Denizens are Troublesome or Dangerous
• From 4 to 7 Progress boxes: Medium Risk - Denizens are Dangerous or Formidable
• From 8 to 10 Progress boxes: High Risk - Denizens are Formidable or Extreme

Treasure

The  Count  collected  all  sorts  of  treasure  and  art  throughout  his  very,  very  long  life.
Adventurers would most likely find interesting pieces of equipment and magic items in zones
like the Laboratory, the Marble Gallery and the Library.

It’s Alive!

If you somehow manage to escape from the Castle to return at a later time, don’t expect it to
be the same or have the same layout  as  it  did the first  time.  As per  Discover  a Site,  when
returning you’ll have to clear a number of Progress boxes. “The Count’s Castle is unmappable”,
some rumors say. It’s as the Castle’s corridors twisted and changed, its halls shifted as if it were
a living creature. Maybe it is, in a way.
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Banisher And Vampyr Paths

  

Banisher -  Most  of  the  “classes”  commonly  found  on  Classic  Fantasy  RPGs  can  be
constructed easily by combining the different Ironsworn Core Assets. The only one that was sort
of missing was  The Cleric, or at least one side of Clerics. The core Asset “Devotant” already
fulfills the tropes of good priests that pray to their gods and help others in need. The aspect that
was missing was that  of the hunter  of blasphemies,  the exiler  of the unholy,  the bringer  of
righteousness.

Vampyr -  If there are such cursed creatures as the classical  Vampyr in your world, then
perhaps they also have the ability to turn others with their bite as in popular culture. When that
happens,  your  character  might  gain  the  Vampyr Asset.  (Based  on  an  original  idea  by
Lich_in_a_Realm)

Refer to the Appendix for the various Asset Cards.
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Fantasy World Truths

The Lord of  the Rings: Gods are long gone;  Some fantastical  ancestries;  Duchies  and
baronies;  Kingdom;  Magic  is  rare;  Many  religions  and  pantheons;  Great  beasts  far  from
civilization; No supernatural horrors.

A Song of Ice and Fire: Gods are long gone; Only humans with different cultures; Duchies
and baronies; Noble houses; Almost no magic; Many religions and pantheons; Great beasts far
from civilization; Horrors are a constant threat (North of the Wall ;).

Savage stories of Conan: Gods are long gone; Only humans with different cultures; City-
states; Various leadership types; Almost no magic; Many religions and pantheons; Fantastical
beasts everywhere; Horrors in the darkness.

Ars  Magica:  Gods  are  long  gone;  Only  humans  with  different  cultures;  Duchies  and
baronies;  Kingdom;  Magic  is  rare;  Single  ruling  religion;  No great  beasts;  No  supernatural
horrors.

Norse Mythology:  Gods are active; Some fantastical ancestries;  Points of light; Various
leadership types; Magic is rare; Many religions and pantheons; Fantastical beasts everywhere;
Horrors in the darkness.
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Themes And Domains

Apart from the default themes and domains from  Ironsworn: Delve, there’s a very good
unofficial add-on by  Eric Bright from  Play Every Role, called  Ironsmith: Sites. It is highly
recommended for the Classic Fantasy RPG feel that Delves & Denizens promotes. 

The supplement  adds twenty additional  themes & domains  to the Delve card deck.  The
following subset is our recommended list of must-haves for a full classic fantasy experience:

Themes: Contested, Flooded, Frozen, Jurassic, Volcanic
Domains: Desert, Eyrie, Jungle, Sea Voyage, Settlement, Shipwreck, Tundra, Ziggurat

These new Themes And Domains should have you covered for all sort of Delves in any type
of biome or circumstance,  pulling away from the Ironlands default setting and more into the
broad spectrum of other fantasy worlds. What are you waiting for? Go get Ironsmith: Sites to
expand your delving flavors!

The End

You’ve reached the End of the Blog! Farewell, my friend. (Appendix follows this page.)
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Extra artwork
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